Motivated by gauge/gravity group in the low energy effective theory of the heterotic string theory and novel aspects of massive gravity in the context of lattice physics, the minimal coupling of GaussBonnet-massive gravity with Born-Infeld electrodynamics is considered. At first, the metric function is calculated and then the geometrical properties of the solutions are investigated. It is found that there is an essential singularity at the origin and the intrinsic curvature is regular elsewhere. In addition, the effects of massive parameters are studied and black hole solutions with multi horizons are found in this gravity. Also the conserved and thermodynamic quantities are calculated, and it is shown that the solutions satisfy the first law of thermodynamics. Furthermore, using heat capacity of these black holes, thermal stability and phase transitions are investigated. The variation of different parameters and related modifications on the (number of) phase transition are examined. Next, the critical behavior of the Gauss-Bonnet-Born-Infeld-massive black holes in the context of extended phase space is studied. It is shown that how the variation of the different parameters affects the existence and absence of phase transition. Also, it is found that for specific values of different parameters, these black holes may enjoy the existence of new type of phase transition which to our knowledge was not observed in black hole physics before.
I. INTRODUCTION
This fact that the Universe expands with acceleration follows directly from the observation of high red-shift supernova [1] and indirectly from the measurement of angular fluctuations of cosmic microwave background fluctuations [2] . Since Einstein's theory can not explain current acceleration of the Universe, without fine tuning, various modified gravities have been proposed. For example one can refer to brane world cosmology [3, 4] , scalar-tensor theories [5] and F (R) gravity theories [6] [7] [8] .
One of the interesting modified gravity theories is Lovelock gravity [9] . It is the most generalization that satisfies properties of Einstein's tensor in higher dimensions [9] . In addition, by taking the Gaussian null coordinates into account, one can find that the near null surface behavior of gravitational field equations is equivalent with the conventional first law of thermodynamics (see [10, 11] for more details). On the other hand, evolution of the spacetime has been investigated by using degrees of freedom of bulk and surface in Lovelock gravity. It was also pointed out that considering Lovelock gravity provides a natural backdrop to test different conceptual and mathematical aspects of Einstein's theory [12] . Lovelock gravity also enjoys only first and the second-order derivatives of metric function in its field equations and it was shown that it is a ghost free theory of gravity. Furthermore, the effects of higher curvature terms of this generalization present themselves in higher dimensions. Indeed Gauss-Bonnet (GB) gravity is a topological invariant term in 4-dimensions, and therefore, it has no contribution to the equations of motion.
Generalization of Einstein gravity to higher curvature Lovelock theory enables us to obtain a better insight into the phenomena in the context of gravity. The first three terms of Lovelock gravity called GB gravity in the presence of cosmological constant (GB gravity). The first term is the cosmological term and the second and third terms are the Einstein and second order Lovelock (GB) terms, respectively. The GB gravity has interesting properties which are listed below.
In order to have a ghost-free action, the quadratic curvature corrections to the Einstein-Hilbert action should be proportional to the GB term [13] . In addition, the natural next-to-leading order term of the heterotic string effective action which plays a fundamental role in Chern-Simons gravitational theories is GB term [14] . In Ref. [15] , it was pointed out that considering GB gravity will lead to obtain the modified Renyi entropies. These entropies violate specific inequality which must be hold for Renyi entropy. In addition, in case of AdS/CFT correspondence, it was shown that considering GB gravity will modify shear viscosity, entropy, thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity [16] .
Recently, there has been a growing interest in considering cosmological constant as a thermodynamical variable. It was pointed out that this consideration will enrich thermodynamical structure [59] of the black holes and leads to removing ensemble dependency [60] . On the other hand, it was shown that interpretation of the negative cosmological constant as thermodynamical pressure may lead to a van der Waals like behavior of liquid/gas for black holes [61] . Consideration of the cosmological constant as a thermodynamical variable could be justified through AdS/CFT. In the first case, the Yang-Mills theory residing on the boundary of the AdS spacetime enjoys the existence of variation of color which is related to the variation of cosmological constant in the bulk spacetime [62] . In the second case, an RG-flow in the context of field theory corresponds to extended phase space which is obtained by consideration of cosmological constant as thermodynamical variable [63] . In the space of the field theory, the way that number of degrees of freedom runs with the energy scale is codified by isotherm curves.
The main motivation of this article comes from string theory. As mentioned before, BI theory and GB-gravity arise from the low-energy limit of the open and heterotic string theories, respectively. So, we add massive spin-2 particle to these theories and obtain the black hole solutions and investigate phase transition and their other properties.
Regarding the motivations for considering GB-BI-massive set up, one can point out following ones; The Einstein theory of gravity has specific problems which could be solved by consideration of generalization to GB gravity. Then again, the GB gravity has special properties that are mentioned before which make its studying crucial. But this set up of gravity (EN-GB) provides massless gravitons. In order to have massive gravitons, it is necessary to include mass terms such as those introduced by Vegh's theory of massive gravity. In addition, it is well-known that BI theory enjoys vast number of properties that are absent in the Maxwell theory which among them one can name: the absence of shock waves and birefringence phenomena [64] , existence of electric-magnetic duality [65] and etc ( see also [66] ). Therefore, for enriching our solutions to include these properties, we consider BI generalization of Maxwell theory as well.
Adding these terms to action of our gravitational system will have specific contributions into geometric and thermodynamics of black holes. These contributions and their corresponding modifications will introduce new phenomenologies to physics of black holes which are of our interest in this paper. We are especially interested in thermal structure, stability condition and phase transitions of black holes which are solutions to this specific set up of gravitational system. We are interested to see how the effects of these generalization will modify the thermodynamical picture of black holes.
Another important property of such set up is the fact that some of the symmetries of the system are broken (due to presence of massive gravity). This symmetry breaking could be used to conduct specific studies in the context of gauge/gravity duality. For example, the massive theory which is employed here has interpretation of lattice. As it was stated before, the graviton in this theory in specific limits presents a behavior which leads to interpretation of lattice. Now, the generalization to GB and BI will affect this lattice like behavior to some degrees which could introduce new limits for having lattice like behavior and new physics for it.
On the other hand, properties such as shear viscosity, Renyi entropy and conductivity of the usual GB-BI black holes will be modified in the presence of massive gravity. These modifications motivate one to consider this specific set up for our gravitational system. Here, we will not address all the issues, but rather providing required information to some level, so one is able to conduct mentioned studies.
Different theories that are introduced regarding physical systems may have specific shortcomings. In order to remove these shortcomings, introducing new phenomena for physical systems and obtaining more accurate and reliable solutions, one should apply a number of generalization. Having this in mind, we would like to impose three generalizations into Reissner-Nordström black holes: I) Gauss-Bonnet gravity which is considered to solve some of the shortcomings of Einstein gravity such as renormalization problem. II) Born-Infeld gravity which is taken into account to remove problems of Maxwell theory such singularity at the origin. III) Finally, massive gravity which solves the absence of massive gravitons in the Einstein and Gauss-Bonnet gravity models. It is worthwhile to mention that existence of massive graviton was proposed by studies in the brane-world gravity theories. These theories are also motivated from different aspects of physics which were pointed out before. But the main idea is to see how the combination of these different generalizations and corrections, motivated from different branches of physics, would modify the geometry and thermodynamics of the black holes in different contexts. In this paper, we try to provide a picture regarding this matter. In order to provide a situation for considering a combination of all GB, BI and massive gravity, the best candidate is a black hole in high energy and high curvature regimes. This situation is more subtle because the geometrical behavior and thermodynamical aspect of the solutions are not, in general, as trivial as in usual general relativity.
The paper is organized as follow. In Sec. II, GB-BI-massive gravity action and corresponding field equations will be introduced. Then, in Sec. III a class of black holes with this configuration is obtained and geometrical properties are investigated. Next, validation of the first law of thermodynamics is investigated through obtained thermodynamical and conserved quantities. Sec. V will be devoted to study thermal stability in canonical ensemble for GB-BI-massive black hole solutions. Next, we employ the analogy between cosmological constant and thermodynamical pressure in extended phase space and study critical behavior of the obtained solutions. We finish our paper with some concluding remarks.
II. BASIC EQUATIONS
The d-dimensional action of GB-massive gravity with a nonlinear electrodynamics is
where R, Λ, m and α are the scalar curvature, the cosmological constant, the massive parameter and the coefficient of GB gravity, respectively, and L GB is the Lagrangian of GB gravity
where R µν and R µνγδ are, respectively, the Ricci and the Riemann tensors. f is a fixed symmetric tensor, c i 's are constants and U i are symmetric polynomials of the eigenvalues of the
, which can be written as
One of the primitive motivations of studying the BI theory is due to its relation to string effective actions. The functional form of BI Lagrangian L(F ) is presented by
where β and F = F µν F µν are the BI parameter and the Maxwell invariant, respectively, in which F µν = ∂ µ A ν − ∂ ν A µ is the electromagnetic field tensor and A µ is the gauge potential. It is notable that, in the limit β → ∞, Eq. (7) reduces to the standard Maxwell Lagrangian, as it should be.
Using the action (1) and variation of this action with respect to the metric tensor (g µν ) and the Faraday tensor (F µν ), one can obtain the following field equations
in which G µν is the Einstein tensor, H µν and χ µν are in the following forms
III. GB-BI-MASSIVE BLACK HOLE SOLUTIONS Here, we are looking for obtaining the topological static black holes. For this purpose, we consider the metric of d-dimensional spacetime as
in which h ij dx i dx j is the line element with constant curvature (d − 2) (d − 3)κ and volume V d−2 . The constant κ is related to the boundary curvature and may have a positive (elliptic), negative (hyperbolic) or zero (flat) constant curvature.
Following [48] , we consider the ansatz metric in the following form
where c is a positive constant. Considering Eq. (13), U i 's are [48] 
where
We use the gauge potential ansatz A µ = h(r)δ 0 µ in Maxwell equation (9) to obtain electric field. Considering the metric (12), one can obtain
where H and Γ are
in which q is an integration constant related to the electric charge. In addition, the Maxwell equation implies that the nonzero component of the electromagnetic field tensor in d-dimensions is given by
Now, we obtain the topological static GB-BI black hole solutions in massive gravity. To do so, one may use any component of Eq. (8) and obtain metric function f (r). It is a matter of calculation to show that rr and tt are the same, whereas, the x i x i components of Eq. (8) are identical. Therefore, we write
where f and h are functions of r and also
. Using Eqs. (19) and (20), we can obtain the metric function as
where m 0 is an integration constant which is related to the total mass of the black hole. It is notable that, the obtained metric function (21), satisfies all the components of Eq. (8) .
In order to study the geometrical structure of this solution (21), we look for the essential singularity(ies). For this purpose, we calculate the Ricci and Kretschmann scalars and obtain following results
the above results confirm that there is a curvature singularity at r = 0. On the other hand, in order to investigate the asymptotical behavior of the solutions, we find the curvature scalars at r −→ ∞. So, we have
These results confirm that, the asymptotical behavior of the solutions are (a)dS with an effective cosmological constant (Λ ef f ). This effective cosmological constant reduces to ordinary Λ for vanishing α. In other words, neither massive nor BI parts affect the asymptotical behavior of the solutions.
It is worthwhile to mention that, in the absence of massive parameter (m = 0), the solution (21) reduces to ddimensional asymptotically adS topological black hole solution which was found in Ref. [69] . In addition, for β −→ ∞, obtained solution reduces to GB-massive solution with Maxwell field [56] . Moreover, for vanishing α the solution of Einstein-BI-massive gravity may be recovered [57] .
In order to study the effects of the GB-BI-massive gravity on metric function, we have plotted the diagrams related to this solution in Figs. 1 and 2 . The GB-BI-massive black holes may behave like Reissner-Nordström black holes. In other words, these black holes may contain two horizons (inner and outer horizons), one extreme horizon or without horizon (naked singularity) (see Fig. 1 for more details). On the other hand, by adjusting some of the parameters, we may encounter with interesting behavior in which more than two horizons are observed (Figs. 2) . The existence of three and four horizons for black holes is due to the presence of massive part of gravity [54, 56, 57] . Although multiple horizon solutions may be applied to find some algebraic mathematical relations for the horizons (see multiple horizon relations in [67] ), all thermodynamical analysis of the black holes should be calculated at r = r + which is the outermost horizon of the solutions. Speaking more precisely, the outermost horizon of the black holes can be event horizon (r + ) or cosmological horizon (r c , which c stands for cosmological). It is notable that event horizon satisfies ∂ r g tt | r=r+ > 0 (g tt = g rr ) condition and for r > r + , the metric function is real and positive valued. On the contrary, for cosmological horizon, ∂ r g tt | r=rc < 0 is satisfied and in case of r > r c , the metric function is negative. Regardless of the number of the horizons, the outermost horizon (event horizon) of the black holes with mentioned conditions should be employed to study thermodynamical properties of the black holes. The existence of multiple horizon solutions has been reported for other black holes in massive gravity and F (R) gravity as well. It was shown that the existence of the multiple horizon solutions provides the possibility of the anti-evaporation property for the black holes [68] . Meaning that these specific configurations for the number of horizons introduce a new phenomena which acts in opposite of the evaporation of the black holes (see Ref. [68] for more details).
IV. THERMODYNAMICS
In this section, we study thermodynamic properties of GB-BI-massive black holes. In order to examine the first law, we should calculate the conserved and thermodynamics quantities of the solutions in d-dimensions.
The Hawking temperature of these black holes can be obtained through the definition of surface gravity
where ϑ is the surface gravity, χ = ∂ t denotes the (timelike) Killing vector, N = 2ακd 3 d 4 + r Besides, using the Gauss's law, one can find the total electric charge of the black holes
We obtain the electric potential at the horizon with respect to spacial infinity as reference
where H + = H r=r+ . The calculation of the entropy of black holes depends on the gravity under consideration. Regarding Einstein gravity, it was shown that the entropy of black holes satisfies the so-called area law which states that the black hole entropy is equal to one-quarter of horizon area [70] . However, it is not possible to use the area law for higher derivative gravity models [71, 72] . Depending on the asymptotical behavior of the solutions, the entropy of higher derivative gravity theories can be obtained from Wald formula or Gibbs-Duhem relation [69, 72, 73] . It is straightforward to find that
which shows that area law is violated for GB-BI-massive black holes with non-flat horizons. In addition, for obtaining the total finite mass of the black holes, one can use Hamiltonian approach which leads into following result
Having conserved and thermodynamic quantities, we are in a position to check the first law of thermodynamics. For this purpose, we obtain the mass (m 0 ) of Eqs. (21) and (30), as a function of other parameters
. Using Eq. (31), and by defining the temperature and the electric potential as
one finds that Eqs. (32) and (33) coincide with Eqs. (26) and (28), and therefore, we find that these thermodynamics quantities satisfy classical form of the first law of black hole thermodynamics
V. HEAT CAPACITY AND STABILITY IN CANONICAL ENSEMBLE
Considering obtained conserved and thermodynamic quantities, we are in a position to study thermal stability of the solutions. There are different approaches for studying thermal stability which are in the context of canonical and grand canonical ensembles. In grand canonical ensembles, by employing the mass of the black holes as a thermodynamical potential and its corresponding extensive parameters, one can build up the Hessian matrix. The stability is investigated by studying the behavior of the determinant of this Hessian matrix. The canonical ensemble approach is based on behavior of the heat capacity. In this paper, we will investigate the stability conditions in canonical ensemble. One can use following relation for calculating the heat capacity
Using Eq. (26), we obtain ∂T ∂S Q in the following form
where E is Eqs. (26) and (35) show that investigation of heat capacity in analytical form is not easy, and therefore, we plot T and C Q to study their behaviors (see .
It is evident that the temperature and its specific properties are functions of the massive, GB and BI parameters as well as topological structure of the black holes and dimensionality. In other words, variation of one parameter while the other parameters are specifically fixed, leads to changes in number (and place) of the extremum and root that temperature can obtain ( see Figs. 3 and 4 up panels, 6 and 7 right panels ). In some cases, the variation of one parameter for different domains may results into different (and in some cases opposite) behavior for the temperature. These modifications lead to change in number and places of the extrema and roots of the temperature. ( see Figs. 5 up right panel and 8 up panels ). In case of the topological effect, by adjusting parameters properly, one can find a divergency for the case of k = −1. This singular point of temperature comes from the GB modification of the temperature and does not appear in the Einstein gravity ( see Eq. 26 ).
The heat capacity is constructed by employing temperature and its derivation. The derivation of the temperature resides in denominator of the heat capacity ( see Eq. 35 ). Therefore, one can conclude that roots and extrema of the temperature are places in which heat capacity acquires roots and divergencies, respectively. The root and divergencies of the heat capacity are interpreted as physical limitation point and phase transitions of the black holes, respectively. Now, considering what was mentioned in last paragraph regarding the effects of variation of different parameters on number of root and extremum and their corresponding places, one can conclude that consequently, the number of divergencies and root are functions of different parameters.
The thermal stability conditions are indicated by the number of roots and divergencies. In other words, the thermal stability conditions are dictated according to the type of extremum, its number and roots. In root, usually a transition from non-physical solutions to physical ones takes place. In place of minimum in temperature, a phase transition from larger unstable to smaller stable black holes happens whereas in maximum of the temperature the opposite (phase transition of smaller unstable to larger stable black holes) takes place.
According to what was stated, depending on number of the extremum, their types and roots, the physical and stability conditions for these black holes vary. By adjusting different parameters properly, one can see that these black holes may have different phase transitions and limitation point; a) only one phase transition of smaller unstable to larger stable ( see Figs. 3 and 4 down panels, 6 and 7 two left panels), b) one phase transition of smaller unstable to larger stable and another phase transition of larger unstable to smaller stable ( see Figs. 3 and 4 down panels ), c) one limitation point from non-physical to physical and two phase transitions of smaller unstable to larger stable and larger unstable to smaller stable ( see Fig. 8 two left panels ) and d) one limitation point for non-physical to physical and two phase transitions of smaller unstable to larger stable and two phase transitions of larger unstable to smaller stable ( see Fig. 5 ).
VI. P − V CRITICALITY OF BLACK HOLE SOLUTIONS IN GB-BI-MASSIVE GRAVITY
In this section, we study the phase transition points of black holes in GB-BI-massive gravity through the use of P − V criticality and related phase diagrams in spherically symmetric spacetime (κ = 1). To do so, we consider following relationship between thermodynamical pressure and cosmological constant
From thermodynamical point of view, one can point it out that conjugating thermodynamical variable corresponding to pressure would be thermodynamical volume. Therefore, in order to calculate the thermodynamical volume of the solutions, one should use Considering cosmological constant as thermodynamical pressure leads to an interpretation of mass not only as internal energy but as Enthalpy of thermodynamical system. This interpretation leads to following relation for the Gibbs free energy of the system
There are several methods for studying the critical behavior of the system near critical points. Among them one can name P − V , T − V and G − T diagrams. The similarity that was observed in studying P − V diagrams of black holes and van der Waals liquid/gas system, brought a new insight to black holes thermodynamics. T − V diagrams enable one to investigate single state region of different phases for thermodynamical systems. In case of black holes, these single state of different regions are denoted as small and large black holes, which phase transitions take place between them. The formation of the swallow-tail for pressures smaller than critical pressure, makes the G − T diagrams one of the easiest ways for detecting a phase transition. According to what was mentioned, we will study critical behavior of these black holes by plotting P − V , T − V and G − T diagrams.
In order to find critical points, we use the inflection points that are obtainable through the use of isotherm P − V diagrams. We use following relations for obtaining critical values
Using Eqs. (26), (29), (31), (39) and (41), one can find following relations for pressure and Gibbs free energy
where α ′ = d 3 d 4 α. Now, by employing Eqs. (42) and (43), one can find following relation for calculating critical horizon radius
where D is It is evident that due to existence of the swallow-tail in G − T diagrams for P < P c , system enjoys the existence of second order phase transition for specific values of different parameters (Fig. 9 ) . The critical horizon radius is an increasing function of m, β and α. Whereas the critical temperature and pressure are increasing functions of massive parameter ( Fig. 10 left and middle panels) and decreasing functions of GB (Fig. 11 right and middle panels) and nonlinearity ( Fig. 12 left and middle panels) parameters. In addition, the ratio Pcrc Tc is a decreasing function of the GB, massive and nonlinearity parameters.
On the other hand, the size of swallow-tail is an increasing function of the massive (Fig. 10 right panel) and GB ( Fig. 11 right panel) parameters and is not a highly sensitive function of the β (Fig. 12 right panel) . The length of subcritical isobars which is representing the phase transition region, is an increasing function of GB parameter ( Fig. 11 middle panel) and a decreasing function of the massive parameter ( Fig. 10 middle panel) . It is worthwhile to mention, similar to the case of size of swallow-tail, the length of subcritical isobar is not changed considerably by variation of nonlinearity parameter (Fig. 12 middle panel) .
It should be pointed out that for large values of nonlinearity parameter, the nonlinear strength will be weak and the behavior of the system will be Reissner-Nordström like. On the contrary, for sufficiently small values of nonlinearly parameter, the black holes present a Schwarzschild like behavior and the effects of nonlinearity increases drastically. Interestingly, in case of these black holes, due to their structures, the critical behaviors are not highly modified for variation of the nonlinearity parameter comparing to massive and GB parameters (see tables 1 − 3 for more details).
Critical temperature and pressure were highly sensitive to variation of the massive parameter. Whereas in case of the critical horizon radius, it has considerable modification due to variation of GB parameter.
Interestingly, for small values of GB parameter, there exists a second order phase transition and the usual van der Waals like liquid/gas phase transition (Fig. 9) . On the other hand, for specific range of GB parameter, black holes enjoy two critical horizon radii which are increasing functions of this parameter. Critical temperature and pressure for smaller critical horizon radius are increasing functions of GB parameter whereas in case of larger horizon radius, they are decreasing functions of it (see table 1 ).
In case of smaller critical horizon radius a negative pressure is obtained. Plotted phase diagrams represent inverse van der Waals like diagrams. In other words, the existence of swallow-tail, subcritical isobars and inflection point are observed in G − T , T − r + and P − r + , respectively. But the behavior of diagrams before and after critical point is opposite of van der Waals like diagrams (Fig. 13) . On the other hand, all the critical parameters in case of larger critical horizon radius are positive. But here, instead of swallow-tail, a cusp is observed which represents the existence of the first order phase transition (Fig. 14) .
Next, for large values of α, one critical horizon radius with corresponding positive and negative critical temperature and pressure, respectively, is found. The plotted phase diagrams are similar to the ones that were observed for smaller critical point in previous case. In other words, around critical points opposite behavior to the case of van der Waals like black holes is observed (Fig. 15) .
Clearly, the type of phase transition is different for the three cases that were observed in plotted phase diagrams. The cases of two horizon radii represents a boundary case. Here, the second order phase transition is vanished, a first order phase transition and another type of phase transition is observed. Increasing GB parameter leads to vanishing the first order phase transition and the existence of other mentioned phase transition.
The GB parameter is a free parameter which represents the power of higher derivative gravity. It is evident that depending on the gravitational power, the type and number of the phase transition may vary. The phase structure of these black holes with this specific configuration (GB-BI-massive) goes under three modifications. These modifications and their corresponding properties are determined by the value of GB parameter. In other words, observed critical behaviors are functions of power of gravity.
The van der Waals like behavior of the 4-dimensional black holes in the presence of Born-Infeld nonlinear electromagnetic field was first investigated in Ref. [74] . The generalization to higher dimensions and the effects of the dimensionality on critical behavior were investigated in Ref. [75] . Furthermore, the effects of the Lovelock gravity coupled with Born-Infeld nonlinear electromagnetic field on critical behavior of the black holes have been explored [76] . In these works, it was shown that existence of the critical behavior, depends on gravities and matter fields under consideration and it is possible to obtain limits for the presence/absence of van der Waals like behavior. In this paper, we have considered one more generalization: massive gravitons. The mentioned generalization introduced new critical behaviors. It was shown that depending on the choices of different parameters, these black holes could have three distinctive critical behaviors which were highlighted in tables and plotted diagrams. The usual van der Waals like phase transition was related to only one of these three behaviors while the other ones were not observed before. These three groups of behaviors have their own characteristic properties such inverse van der Waals like behavior or existence of valid critical values for set of parameters and absence of valid ones for the others. Depending on the critical point being located in one of these three categories, the critical behavior of the system around it was different. These new phenomena in critical behavior of the system are rooted in specific set up the we have considered in this paper. In addition to these new phenomena, it was also shown that the values of the critical points were sensitive to variation of the graviton's mass. This shows that critical nature of the system could be modified depending on values that the mass of the graviton could acquire.
VII. CLOSING REMARKS
In this paper, we have generalized Einstein-BI gravity by considering GB and massive gravities. It was shown that obtained black hole solutions in this case can enjoy the existence of multiple horizons. Considering the configurations of the horizon, different phenomenologies could be described. Conserved and thermodynamic quantities, that were calculated for these black holes, satisfied the first law of thermodynamics.
Next, we studied thermal stability of these black holes and their corresponding phase transition in the context of canonical ensemble. We also investigated the effects of different parameters on the behavior of the temperature. We found that considering the contributions of different parameters, the behavior of the temperature could be highly modified and resulted into different number of phase transitions, hence, different stability conditions.
It was seen that in case of divergencies for the heat capacity, GB and massive parameters have opposing effects, although the existence of phase transitions were observed for specific values of α. On the other hand, strong nonlinearity parameter modified the behavior of the temperature completely. A region of non-physical and phase transitions related to root and four divergencies were observed.
It is evident that matter field (nonlinear electrodynamics), gravitational field (GB gravity) and massive gravity contribute highly to thermodynamical structure of these black holes. Each of these factors add an effective parameter to the phase transitions and thermal stability structure of these black holes which enable one to modify/control the effects of other parameters.
It was also pointed out that dimensionality modifies the stability and thermodynamical behavior of the system. The cases of d < 7 and d > 7 had different behaviors regarding stability conditions. These conditions were originated from number of roots and divergencies in the heat capacity. The case of d = 7 was also different from the other dimensions.
Here, we should point out that in cases of the maximums in temperature, a phase transition from larger unstable to smaller stable exists. Whereas, for the minimums of temperature smaller unstable to larger stable phase transition takes place which shows that temperature itself presents an independent picture for studying phase transitions and stability conditions. Next, we have studied the critical behavior of the GB-BI-massive black holes through P − V , T − V and G − T diagrams. We employed the analogy and linear proportionality between cosmological constant and thermodynamical pressure in extended phase space. It was shown that variation of m, α and β affect the critical values, phase transition region and size of the swallow-tail. The variation of the GB parameter leads to interesting second order, first order and another type of phase transition. The case of the second order phase transition was related to existence of usual van der Waals like behavior. Whereas, first order phase transition was due to existence of cusp. The other type of phase transition was for the cases in which around the phase transition point, the behavior of the system was opposite (and also symmetric) to the van der Waals manner. Therefore, three different behaviors were observed around critical points for these black holes. Considering these three behaviors around the critical points, one can conclude that in strong higher derivative gravity the phase structure of these black holes will be drastically different and the behavior of the system will be even opposite of the van der Waals behavior. To our knowledge, this is a unique behavior which is observed only for these black holes.
Considering obtained types of phase transition, it will be worthwhile to study these phase transitions in the context of superconductors. Also, it will be interesting to study the structure of new phase transition that was observed in this paper in more details. In other words, one may think about the possible relation between obtained negative critical pressure with the nature of dark energy.
